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BK-1425 Erecting Tower Crane with a Seventy-flve Ton Lifting Pover

BY

Engineers I. B. Gitman and L. N. Shchipakin

(Planning Institute of the Design and Planning Office of the Main Administration

for the Building and Installation of Fabricated Steel Structures)

The development and perfection of production technology of construction-assem-

bly operations requires the equipment of construction-assembly organizations with

more powerful and improved mechanisms.

Before 1945 in the USSR (and abroad until recently) guy-derrick and rigid-bae

cranes, widely used in the assembly of blast furnaces, thermal and hydroelectric

plants and other fabrications, were the basic assembly mechanisms with a lifting

power higher than 5 to 10 tons. Such cranes are distinguished by small maneuvera-

bility, and their application is connected with the necessity of installing guys

and anchors. In the last decade guy cranes in the USSR were almost completely sup-

planted by tower cranes with a 25 to 40 ton lifting power.

In 1952--19.57 new. improved, models of heavy tower cranes were built of the

type BK-151. BK-300, BX-404, BK-405. 31-406 and BK-406m. BK-300, BK-406 and B1-40o4

cranes equipped with tubular trihedral boom 30--40 meters long, which enlarged the

area of the zone of attention from one crane stand 30%, and enlarged the lifting

power on the maximum boom 20% (upon lowering the maXim-m lifting power from 40 to

25- tons end maintaining the ciculate load int). Such a obmang is Justified
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by the necessity of transporting the base stand of a crane during assembly of bleat

furnace constructions beyond the limits of the base installations (to 25 motors from

the center of the furnace), vhich insures simultaneous accomplishment of all building

and assembly operations on the central unit of the furnace.

The volume of bleat furnaces under construction recently rose from 1,033 to

1.719 m3; at the present time the planiing is being terminated on a blast fursaoe

with a 2,000 m3 volume and a project is being prepared for a furnace 2,700 al. The

power of electrical heating plants is also increasing significantly. In the con-

struction of these objects assembly reinforced concrete is being more widely applied

and all assembly elements are being enlarged 2 to 2.5 times. The weight of assembly

parts and the necessity of further shortening the the periods of construction required

an increase in the lifting power of erection mechanisms, a broadening of the radius

of their action, and also a high mobility and speed of transportation.

In connection with these things, in 1957 the development of a planning task of

a powerful erecting turret crane satisfying the requirements mentioned above was

started.

In familiarization with the plans of the new powerful blest furnaces it was

established that the maximum lifting power of such a crane should be 5o--6• tons

with a load moment of 1100 tin, i.e., almost 2 times greater than the B3-4005 and

BK-406 turret cranes.

It was acknowledged necessary to establish the lifting power of the nov crone

as 75 tons for the possibility of erecting enlarged units of technological and con-

struction designs of powerful theruc-electric power plants.

In the development of the task the lifting power of the crane was set at 75

tons for the boom of 19 motors and 25 tons for a I45 meter boom. The load moment

was determined as 1425 tn.

Planning of the cran was terminated in 1958. The first sample of the new crem
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brand BK-1125. manufactured by the lamenskly and Orskiy plants of the Ministry of

Construction of the ISFSR, was successfully tested In March 1959 and offectively

used In the building of the blest furnace of the Nishne-?agil'skly Notallurgiosl

Comp;av.

The BK-142.5 cran (fig. 1) has the following technical characteristics$

Lifting speeds of the base hook (average) in m/mins

pully block consisting of 10 arms at maximum load 75 t..... I 0.8
I 3-.6

II 6.4

punly block consisting of four arms at maximu• load _30 1 .. I 2.0
1I 9.0

III 16.0

Lifting speeds of auxiliary hook (average) at fixed lod4
5 t in m/iain .............................................. I 9.0

1I 32.0
111 55.0

Turning speed in turns per minute ...... ........ ............. 0.19

Speed of crone movement in m/sin ................ 12.2

Lifting winch of base hooks

tractive force in kg ................................... 2 X 9000
power of electric engines in kv ......................... , .2 X 45

Lifting winch of crane arm:

tractive force in kg ..................................... 9000
power of electric engines in kv..................... 45

Turning winchs

tractive force in kg ..................................... 18000
poier of electric engine in kv .......................... 7.5

Lifting winch of auxiliary hooks
tractive force in kg ................................... .. 5000

power of electric engines in kv .......................... 16 j 22

PoVer of electric engines of transportation mcheanism in kv ... 4 X 5

Total specified power of electric engines in kw................. 200

ONOMM wRIt of crane in tons 3.............................. 393
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Including$

metel construction ..................... ........................ 218
mechanical electrical equipment ........ ...........................
counterweight ................................. ...............

Xaximun load on one trolley in toss

in operation of the crane ..................... *......**. . 26W
in transportation with a load of 30 tons ......................... . 28

According to the size of the maxizmm load moment the BK-1425 erona has a power

2.5 greater than the heaviest of the existing types of crenes.

7 #40

~°..

tax,3

4W- $ -

Fig. 1. Diagram of BK-1425 Crane. 1-4-Min hook; 2--Auxillary hook; 3--Tbvolving
turret; 4--mschine section.

The BK-1425 crane may have two executionst In the first execution, indiaete
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in fig. 1, the main hook has a maximsm boas of 45 meters., and the auxilla1y hookg

50 meters I in the second execution the main hook only has a maxinim boom of 50

metors*

The arena arm has a trihedral cross section and parts made from pipes. A deck

is constructed inside the arm for passage to the platform at the head of the arm,

which is necessary for operations in modifying the number of working cables of. the

pulley block.

The design of the tower of the crane differs essentially from standardl deter-

minations. Usually in tower cranes the arm and counterweight are fastened to a

rotary head which is fixed on top of the immobile tower. With this, the tower has

a square cross section with dimensions specified in a railroad clearance which

divides it into space sections.

.To adopt such a cross section of the tower in the BK-1425 crane proved to be

impossible because of the large buckling acting on tho tower. Therefore,. rotary

tower is applied here, to which the am and counterweight are directly attached.

in connection with the fact that the dimensions of the cross section of the tower

are increased only in one direction, in the plane of action of buckling. Articu-

lation of the tower is retained on space clearance sections (fig. 2)1 they are

2,800 x 2,800 mm and, being Joined between one another in Junctions, form a tower

2.800 x 5,620 nm.

The tower rests on a gantry by means of a pivot cnd horizontal rollers (fig. 3).

Above the top of the gantry the frame of the machine section is fastened. In the

assembly of the crane this frame rests on top of the gantry and is used for securing

the guides, along which the tower slides during lifting. Upon termination of as-

sembly the frame is disconnected from the gantry, lifted with screw Jacks to 200 me

and attached to the tower*

The puntr7 of the crane is a throe-dimensional design, designed on a .3 point

support. We see installations for elevating the tower during assembly of the crane
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in the gantry.

In the develorment of the plan of the crane the possibility ws given to con-

struct its supporting constructions according to a diagram apjalcablo In contem-

porary mobile cranes (BK-215, J4SMZ-5/20 and others). On the basis of this diagram

the counterweight 1i located on the level of the support-roteq Installation and the

arm is retained by a vertical pulley block due to the fact that the tower almost

does not receive aEV buckling.

In the BK-1425 crane the counter-deight and vertical pullq block could be placed

at a distance not more than 6 m from the axis of rotation; the weight of the coun-

terweight and stress in the pulley block (vertical) imst be equal to approxi•fatel

300 tons, which could lead to a significant complication in design and realization

of its loading. For the basic lifting a loading pulley block is used which can ope-

rate with ten and four fibers with corresponding changes in lifting power and speed.

Shifting of the pulley block from one circuit to another is done without overpessing

the cable, as this is seen from fig. 4. The pulley block serves as a malti-speed

winch with a lifting f 9 tons. the kinsmatic diegrems of •ihich is given

in fig. 5.

~~~Figur IIgue 3.

•Fig. 2. Construction of Crane Tower. 1-sections; 2-joining anges

Fig. 3. Horizontal supporting rollers of the tower.
1--tower; 2--supporting rollers; 3--supporting ring of gaatq.

The winch has twoealectric motors with a pour of abent &M5 kw each. The shafts

of the electric motors eam conneced• by smm of •5? cnect~ics with shafts Oit
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"nonsyzmtrical differential introduced into the make-up of the deeccel.rtor. On

the output rollers of the daccelerator two rums are attached, on which both enda

of the cable of the lifting pulley block ere wound. On both gear connections of

the second electric motor the average apeed of winding the cables on the drum and

tho braking is equal to 36 m/min. in this case. In turning on the second eloctrie

motor to this speed it is boosted or cut down depending on the direction of the

rotation of the shaft of the elcctric motor, to 28 m/min.. as a result of which

the total speed of the cables is equal to 64 or 8 m/min. Similar speed* are also

obtained in lowering the load. In the winch a constant rigid connection is main-

tained between the shafts of the electric motors and the &rum shafts. The winch

for lifting an additional load is similarily constructed.

SEE PAGE 7a FOR FIGURE 4.

Fig. 4. Diagrams of basic lifting pulley blocks.
a--pulley block with ton fibers; b--pulley block with four fibers; c--shifting
the pulley block with ton fibers to four fibers; 1--two-roll block; 2--three-roll

block; 3--inobile block on end of arm; 4--connecting axis; 5--fixation axis,

glevetion of the arm is done by a winch with a lifting power of 9 tons, and
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turning of the tower by a winch with a tractive force of 18 tons. All winches ead

elevation electrici apparatus are placed in the machine sectia0, located an the

froze attached to the tower (aeo fig. 1). Ibre we find the machinist's cabin.

Such a position significantly Improves the conditions of obao-vation of the load

end all mechanisms.

The movcmbnt mechanism of the crane consista of four two-rall drive trolleys

(fig. 6). In connection with a large load, reaching up to 288 tons on one trolley.

there are eight wheels in each of them.

6

Fig. .5. Kinematic diagram of a malti-saped winch of basic lifting.
1--firat electric motor; 2--second electric motor; 3--brakes; 4--differentiall
.5--deocelerator; 6 -- drm."

Support of the braces of the gentr7 on the balancing rollers of the trolley,

and the rollers on the framae, in which the wheels are attachde Is done by memo
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spherical bearings. This provides the possibility for the trolleys to be revolved

around a vertical axis, due to which the crone can be converted aloug a curved

route of a comparitively smell rsdius. In the plan we see the possibility of in-

stalling the arar.8 on a monorail trolley, which can turn out to be necessary in

operation of the crane on a scaffold bridge.

On the BK-1425 crane there Lra t-do lifting power limiter6, one of them connec-

ted with the blocks of ti4 arm pulley block and it restricts the lifting power

in the limits of a curved part of the graph, the other is connicted with blocks

of the loading pulley block and restricts the maximum lifting power.

In the machiniet's cabin there is a receiving-transmitting radio set. The

chief of the azsembly crew working with the crine has such a portable set.

Assembly of the BK-1425 crene is done by the method of raising, the most ef-

fective for cranes of this type.

According to technical indices the BK-1425 crane hes an advantage before other

types of heavy tower cranas. Thus, for example, the weight of the construction

on one ta payload consists ol 0.275 t/tin is the BK-1425 crane, eand in the BX-406A

crane, having a smaller lifting height, this weight is equal to 0.3 t/tm (without

allowance for 50-ton ballast).

From rports of the foreign press we know that in Australia in 1957 in the

construction of e bluest furnace a specially planned stationary tower crane was used,

which had a maxinnm lifting power of 60 tons on a boom up to 18.25 m and 15 tons

at a maximtum boon of 35.12 m. The crane has an additional lift of 12 tons on the

end of the arm with a maxiEnm boom of 37 m. The load manent of the crane is 1,100

tu (fig. 7).

The Australian crane has a less perfected design and worse technical indices

then the BK-1425 crane which is seen from the data in the table.
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Fig- 7. Tower crane, used in construction of blast furnace in lqovcastle*

Characteristic I',BK-lL25 Craetn .. Austre~isn crane

Kaxim-n lifting poverin M .............. 7S 60

power in m %a.......ot 19 18

.aximun boom in m ot.. 50 4

ifting power in maxi-
m=n boom in m ..... * 20 15

•ra joint mark in a to 56 8

4axigmun lifting
height in m ..... 65

Total weight .(withoutt
motion mechba.n.isms
absent In Austra-
lian canen) In a.*. 3.57 300

SMJ7r-63-2791/ t2



_______ ~terlst1T BK-1,25 Crn Austral ion ra
"Wdight per 1 t of payload

(without motion mechanism)
in t/0m 0.251 0.276

The application of powerful tower cranes of large lifting capacity requires

clear organization of asse.mbly operations, since only in this c•se can the effec-

tive utilization of cranes be secured by high productivity and loading, correspon-

ding to a relatively high cost of machinery replacement.

In the construction of blast furnaces with a volume above 1,719 m3 the BX-1425

crane (tower) must be the basic mechenism. assemabling all attached ports of the

central sites especi-lly a blast furnace, air heaters, foundry yards. dust cat-

chore and inclined gas lines.

The weight of the basic assemnly parts must be brought up to 25 to 70 tons.

For assembly of parts of smaller weights the construction building of air heater.o

working areas and others, a4tIteonal mechanism must bc used (caterpillar cranes

M-5C and SKG-30/10, and also the BK-300 crane). The diagrun of arrangeant of the

assembly mechanisms shown in fig. 8 provides for their most effective utilization.

According to this diagram the BK-1425 crane is assembled in position 1 ad in con-

pletion of all operations of the Ozero" cycle, consequently, all heavy. attached

parts of the blast furnace, air heators, foundry yard. dust catchers and gas lines

the crane installs from stands 2--3--4. The successive operations in assembling

parts of small weight are accomplished by the SG-.50 and SXD-30/O caterpillar

cranes.

Consolidation of assembled parts of the blast furnace camplex during brief

periods of construction must be done with specially nade mechanisms (caterpillar,

railroad or gantry cranes).



Fig. 8. Arrangement of basic mechanisms in construction of a blast furnao, with
a volume of 2,200 in.

a--blast furnace; b--sir heaters; c--dust catchers; d--casting yard; e--Unchine
shop: 1, 2, 3, 4--stands of BX-1425 crane (tower): 5, 6--SK-30/l0 and SO-50
caterpillar cranes.

In constructive decisions, adopted in typical plans of blast furnaces with a

volume of 1.386, 1.513 and 1,719 m3 , the assembly parts are insufficiently consoli-

dated. So, for example, for a blast furnace with a volume of 1,719 =3 only 7,

of the total number of liftings pertain to parts veighing from 15 to 50 toss the

weight of such parts consists of about 30% of the total number of all parts.

A large quantity of small parts of constructions assembled after installation

of the consolidated connections lengthen the periods of assembly, do not offer the

possibility a seriously reaching labor productivity and effectively usig. crans
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of large lifting power.

At thr preacnt time in planning blast furnaces having a voluie of 2,OOC

and aore the planning institutes of Gipromez (State Institute for the Design and

Planning of Metallurgi•al Plants), Proyektatel'konstruktslya (State Institute for

the Design. Stuly sal Testing of Fabricated Steel and Bridget) and Pro.atal'kon-

struktaiyo (Design and Planning Office of the M.ain Administration for the Building

and Installation of Fabricated Steel Structures) are collectively developing con-

structive solutions. which should aecuree a decrease in the quantity of assembly

parts aaý. an incre33c in th - naýuber of blocks which may be co.solidated before

instellation. In this case, the BK-l425 crane will be effcctively used in the

installation of parts or the hou.ingS of furnac•s end air heaters, construction

of pile drivers and charging platforrs, circular piping, candles and gas drain

lines with guard plates and linings weighing up to 50 to 70 tons, and also consoli-

dated into panels of mine shafts with areas along the entire perimeter. The rea-

lization of these e.easures, and elso the individual fulfillment of 'zerog cycle

building operations, permitting full utilization for consolidation assembly ann

maneuvering of auxillary mechanisms of the Inzediste blast furnace areas, will

cresto better conditions for fulfilling all building and assembly operations acco-

rding to a single graph and secure further curtailment of construction periods and

an increase in labor productivity.

The BK-l42.5 crane should find broad application in the construction of thero-

electric power plants and replace the B-l0j.5 cranes with a lifting power of 40 tons

which are presently being used. The BK-1425 crane is more universal and maneuverable

then the various gantry and semi-gantry cranes which rest on preliminarily installed

constructions of the framework of a building.

Application of BK-142.5 cranes is also noted in tLe construction of new hydro-

electric plants, in particular the Saratov Hydroelectric Plant, at which heavy-

weiget assembly reinforced concrete constructions will be used for the dam and
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and plant building.

In many areas of construztione where the application of asembly ports and

blocks of large weight are stipulated by technical and economic considerationse

the use of tower cranes with a lifting power of 75 tons will permit the u@eOsoft~l

solution of problezs of increasing the induttrialization level and curtailmaent Of

the periods of labor production.
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